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9. INTRODUCTION 
In Part II we prove analogs of the theorems in Part I for ordered fields. As 
applications we give a short proof of the Bruhat-Cartan Curve Selection lemma 
and solve Hilbert’s seventeenth problem for power series (both convergent and 
formal). As in Section 1 this introduction sketches the analogous theory in the 
polynomial case. 
Let K be an ordered field, x1 ,..., X, be indeterminates, and: 
Ppn = K[x, )..., XJ 
9.1. DEFINITION. An order-universal Jield for K is an ordered field Q 
extending the ordered field K such that (a) Q is real-closed; and (b) for every 
order < of .Y, as a K-algebra there is an order preserving K-algebra embedding 
of Y’, into 9. 
This definition, which seems to be new, plays the same role in “real” poly- 
nomial theory that Definition 1 .l plays in “complex” polynomial theory. It is 
important to note that one does not obtain 9.1 from 1.1 merely by changing the 
phase “algebraically closed” to “real closed,” for 1.1 b) only asserts the existence 
of at least one K-algebra embedding of g’, into Q. Indeed, if K = Q and 
Q = R then certainly Q is not order-universal for K as $r = Q[t] admits 
non-Archimedean orderings which do not embed in R. 
The following proposition is the order analog of 1.2: 
9.2. PROPOSITION. Let Q be order universal for K, J Z 9, be a prime-ideal, and 
< be an order on the K-algebra 9’,/ J. Then there exists a generic point 4 E lP) 
for the ideal J such that the map Pn + Q: f H f (0 induces an order embedding 
of YnlJ. 
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Proof. In fact any ordered field L extending the ordered field K and of finite 
transcendence degree over K order embeds in Q. For L is an algebraic extension 
of L, where L, is a purely transcendental extension of K. But L, embeds in s2 as 
it is the field of quotients of an ordered polynomial ring and this order embedding 
extends to L by the uniqueness of the real-closure. 
9.3. PROPOSITION. Let R be the real closure of K. Then there is aJield Q such 
that: 
(1) Q is order universal for K; and 
(2) Any finite system of polynomial equations and inequalities which has a 
solution in Q already has a solution in R. 
The proof of 9.3 uses the compactness theorem from model theory. It is 
slightly more difficult than its analog 1.3. The interested reader can construct a 
proof by “specializing” the proof in the power series case (see 12.3) to the 
polynomial case (see remark 3.2). 
Now by exactly the same argument used in proving 1.4 we obtain: 
9.4 DUBOIS-RISLER NULLSTELLENSATZ. Let Kbereal-closedandICP, be an 
ideal, then: 
1(2(I)) = real-rad (1). 
(Here real-rad (I) denotes the real radical of I; see Section 10.) Proofs of various 
forms of 9.4 appear in [9], [lo], [II], [15], and [17]. 
We remark that either of the arguments in Section 16 applies to Yn as well as 
to & and thus yields a solution to Hilbert’s seventeenth problem for poly- 
nomials. 
10. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Our notation follows that of Part I closely, but in Part II K denotes an ordered 
field. When we speak of an order on a K-algebra we always mean an order which 
(a) extends the given order on K and (b) satisfies the definition of an ordered 
ring. 
As in Part I we consider simultaneously the two cases: 
(formal case) =,-J% = fq% ,..., %Lll; 
(convergent case) Zi=n = R{x, ,..., x,}, K = R. 
Note that F1 admits a rather natural order: an element g E SI is positive iff 
its lead coefficient is. In 11.2 we observe that when K is real-closed the field of 
Puiseaux series Q,,(K) is also real-closed. The order on Fr just defined is precisely 
the order that & inherits as a subset of Q,,(K). 
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As 4 admits an order so does Fn (by induction) for n = 1,2,..., co. The 
same reasoning shows any order on Fn extends to Fa . Thus for notational 
convenience we shall often restrict attention or orders on F- in the sequel. 
A formally real field is a field where - 1 is not a sume of squares; some authors 
call this “real”. Everything we need about ordered fields and real-closed fields 
can be found in [18] chapter 9 (sects. 67-73, pp. 219-248). 
Let A be a ring and I C A be an ideal. Then the real-radical of I is denoted by 
real-rad (I) and defined to be the set of allfe A such that there exist a, ,..., a, E A 
with: 
fzm +Cai2EI 
for some positive integer m. 
10.1 PROPOSITION. If I is an ideal, then so is real-rad (I) and real-rad (I) = 
real&ad (real-Tad (I)). 
Proof. It is clear that real-rad (I) is closed under multiplication by an element 
of A. If f, g E real-rad (I), then: 
f 2m + sum of squares E I 
g2n + sum of squares E I 
so if i + j = 2(m + n) with i and j even: 
so: 
f “gi + sum of squares E I, 
(f + g)a(m+n) + (f - g)2(m+n) + sum of squares E I; 
so f + g E real-rad (I). The second assertion is obvious. 
An ideal J C A is called real-prime iff it is prime and ai E J whenever 2 ai E J. 
In other words, a real-prime ideal is A prime ideal which is equal to its own real- 
radical. One easily sees that a prime ideal J is real-prime if and only if the field 
of quotients of A/J is formally real (i.e. admits an order). The real-radical first 
appears in [9] with a different definition; our definition comes from [17] where it 
is attributed to Bochnak and called the “quasi-radical.” 
11. ORDERED EVALUATION FIELDS 
11.1 DEFINITION. An ordered evaluation field is an evaluation field (Q, w) 
(see sect. 3) together with a field ordering on J2 which extends the order of K. 
An evaluation field (9, W) is called real-closed iff 9 is real-closed and its order 
extends that of K. 
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11.2 PROPOSITION. Let L be a real-closedfield which is an order extension of K. 
Then the Puiseaux evaluation field (QO(L), w,(L)) is real-closed. 
Proof. That (D,(L), w,(L)) is an evaluation field is Proposition 4.1. As L is 
real closed, L(- 1)1/2 is algebraically closed, so .C&(L(- 1))“” = sZ,(L)(- 1)1/2 is 
algebraically closed, so Q,(L) is real-closed. (It is obvious that !&n,(L) is formally 
real.) This proves 11.2. 
12. ORDER UNIVERSAL EVALUATION FIELDS 
In Section 4 a universal evaluation field was defined to be an algebraically 
closed evaluation field (Q, w ) such that there exists a point 6 E CO(~) for which the 
evaluation map F- -+ Q: f F+ f (5) is an embedding. We now make the analogous 
definition in the ordered case. 
12.1 DEFINITION. An order-universal evaluation field is a real-closed evalua- 
tion field (Q, CO) such that for every order < of the K-algebra Fa (extending 
the order of K) there exists 4 = & <) E OJ(~) such that the evaluation map 
9m --f Q: f + f (t) is an order embedding. 
We also need to adapt the definitions of “extension evaluation field” and 
“existential extension” to the ordered case. 
12.2 DEFINITION. Let (Q, , w,,) and (Sz, w) be ordered evaluation fields. We 
say that (Q, w) is an order extension of (Q, , wO) iff (Q, CO) is an extension of 
(!& , OJJ (see 5.3) and the order on Q extends the order on Q,, . We say that 
(Q, w) is an order-existential extension iff, in addition, for all fi ,..., fk, g,,. .., g, E Pa 
if there exists [ E Jrn) satisfying: 
fi(O > 0 i = l,..., h 
gj(5) = 0 j = I,..., m 
then there exists 5 E CUDS) satisfying these same conditions. 
12.3 PROPOSITION. Let (Q,,, w,,) be a real-closed evaluation Jield. Then there 
is an order-universal evaluationfield (52, w w zc is an order-existential extension of ) h. h 
@-4l 9 %I* 
Proof. The argument is analogous to that for Proposition 5.4 but somewhat 
more complicated. 
Let (<i: i E r> be an indexing of all the orderings of the K-algebra Fa and 
form the first order language L having the binary operations + (plus) and 
* (times), the binary relation symbols = (equality) and < (less than), the unary 
predicate B (&j(d) meansy E w), a function constantfof the appropriate number 
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of arguments for every f E 9- , an individual constant E for every 01 E Sz, and for 
each i E I an infinite sequence ui = (ui, , ui2 ,...) of individual constants. Let r, 
be the set of all sentences of L which (a) contain no symbol uii (i E 1, j = 1, 2,...) 
and (b) hold in (QO, wJ. Let I’, (n = 1, 2,...) be r, together with all sentences: 
WiJ (iEI,j = I, 2 ,...) n); 
0 4%) (fEK,iEI,O Gf). 
Then r, C r, C r, C .... Let r be the union of the r,, . We seek a model (9, w) 
for c by the compactness theorem it suffices to show that every finite subset of r 
has a model. For this it s&ices to show that for every 71 = 0, 1,2,.. . every finite 
subset of r, has a model. This last assertion we prove by induction on n. 
In case n = 0, there is nothing to prove: (52, , w,,) models r, by construction. 
Assume inductively that every finite subset of r, has a model and choose a 
finite subset S C I’,,, . We must construct a model for 5’. 
For i E I let Di denote the set of all f E Fn+l such that the sentence 0 < f(:(uJ 
appears in S and let @ be the union of the Di . Note that 0 is finite. Assume 
w.1.o.g. that coordinates have been chosen so that each f E @ is regular in x,+r . 
We may then assume that each f E @ is & a Weirstrass polynomial in x,+r: by 
the preparation theorem f = gfi where g is a unit and fi is a Weirstrass poly- 
nomial; as g(0) # 0 we have that g or -g is a square in Fm+r according as 
g(0) > 0 or g(0) < 0; hence in any ordering <i the sign of g is the sign of g(0) 
and for any order evaluation field (Q, w) and any 4 E w(~) the sign of g(t) is the 
sign of g(0); hence we may replace f by sgn(g)f, and proceed. 
By the induction hypothesis and the compactness theorem r, has a model 
6% 7 We); for igl and j = I, 2,..., n let cij E W, be the value assigned to the 
individual constant uii by this model. We introduce the following notations: 
wi = (Uil )..., Uin); Z’i = uin+, ; 
z = (x1 ,..., x,); Y = x,+1 
5 = (L 9...> <in). 
It suffices to find Q E wgz such that f (& , qi) > 0 for f E Qi (i E I); for then 
GAS Y w,J models S with (w, , UJ assigned the value (ci , 7J. Let L,{ denote the 
real closure of the (ordered) field of formal quotients of the ordered ring (9% , <i) 
[18, sect. 72, p. 2441. Th e evaluation map h t+ h(&) order embeds (sm, <J 
in G,, and hence extends to an embedding Lni + Q, . Let Y be an indeterminate 
so that f(z, Y) EL,,[Y] for f E !Di. The polynomial inequalities 0 <if (z, Y) 
have the solution Y = y in an ordered field extending L,i; hence the isomorphic 
inequalities 0 < f (ii , Y) have a solution Y = Q in the real-closed field fin . 
We must show that there is a solution Y = Q with Q E w, . 
For this let 01~ < 01~ < 1.. < ~1, be the various roots in 52, of the equations 
f([, Y) = 0 f E Qi . Then (Y, ,..., 01, E w, as each f E oi is a Weirstrass poly- 
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nomial (and by 3.1 “integrality”). Let 01~ = --CO, 01,+r = 00. On each of the 
open intervals aj < Y < ai+r (j = O,..., Y) all the f E @$ have constant sign and 
for at least one of these intervals this sign is positive as we have already shown. 
If this positive interval is 01~ < Y < ai+r (j = l,..., Y - 1) we take rzi = 
(c~~+r  orJ2. In case the interval is Y < OCR or tir < Y or in case Y = 0 we take 
respectively 71i = 01~ - 7, vi = 01, + 7 or 7 = 7 where 7 E wn satisfies 7 > 0 
(T exists by non-triviality). By 3.1 “naturality”: yi E w, . This completes the 
proof. 
13. GENERIC POINTS 
We will prove the real analog of Theorem 6.2. 
13.1 THEOREM. Let (Q, w) b e an order universal evaluation field and J 2 Sm 
with m < co. Then J has a generic point .$ E 09) if and only if J is a real-prime 
ideal. 
Proof. “Only if” is trivial. For “if” note that the field of formal quotients of 
9J J is formally real (as J is real-prime) and so admits an ordering [ 18, sect. 72, 
p. 2431. Hence “if” follows from the following stronger theorem: 
13.2 THEOREM. Continue the notation of 13.1. Assume J is a real-prime ideal 
and let < be a given ordering of the K-algebra Fm/ J. Then there exists 5 E CO(“) 
such that (a) 4 is a generic point for the ideal J and (b) the embedding Fm/ J + Q 
induced by the evaluation map FV, + Qn: f t+ f (0 is order preserving. 
Proof. The proof is word for word the same as the proof of 6.2 except that 
all K-algebras that appear are ordered and the phrases “real-closed” and 
“order universal” replace “algebraically closed” and “universal” respectively. 
Thus in case J is the zero ideal the existence of f follows from the definition of 
order-universal evaluation field. Also at the certain point in the proof of 6.2 
we have a field embedding E: d - 52 and an algebraic extension /l of A, and we 
conclude that E extends to a field embedding CL: /l + Q as Q is algebraically 
closed. In the present theorem c is an order preserving embedding, /l is an 
ordered field extending d and algebraic over A, and Q is real closed. An order 
preserving embedding p extending E exists by the existence and uniqueness of the 
real closure [18, sect. 72, p. 2441. 
At first I thought that the proof of 13.1 was the same as the proof of 6.2: that 
one need only replace the words “prime”, “algebraically closed”, etc. by 
“real-prime”, “ real-closed”. (So that a real-universal evaluation field would be 
the same as a universal evaluation field except that it would be real-closed 
instead of algebraically closed.) If only this worked, the proof would be much 
simpler; one could ignore the order. To see why it doesn’t work consider the 
principle ideal J C Fz generated by g(z, y) = y 2 $ a. If we follow the inductive 
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proof of 6.2 to construct a generic point (5, 7) we first choose [ so thatf([) # 0 
for everyf E %\(O} and then choose 7 to satisfy 7ja + [ = 0. But we can choose 7 
only if we have already chosen t: < 0, so the proof breaks down. To put it 
another way one can have a field embedding E: A + D with Q real-closed and a 
formally real field A algebraic over A such that E does not extend to a field 
embedding 7: A --f Q. 
14. FORMS OF THE REEL NULLSTELLENSATZ 
The theorems and proofs in this section are perfect analogs of those of 
Section 7. One must only replace the words “prime”, “radical”, “algebraically- 
closed”, etc. by “real-prime”, “real-radical”, “real-closed” respectively. 
14.1 LEMMA. Let A be a ring, I C A be an ideal, and f E A. Suppose f $ real- 
rad (I). Then there is a real-prime ideal J C A such that I C J andf 6 J; in fact, if J 
is maximal with respect o the properties I C J and f $ real-rad (J), then J is real- 
prime. 
The proof of 14.1 is very similar to the proof of 7.1 and is omitted. 
Using the same definitions as the Section 7 we define for each I C Pn and each 
evaluation field (Q, W) zero-sets Z,(I) _C c@) and Z,(I) Z Mjn), and in the 
convergent case (so K = R) a zero-set germ Z(I) at 0 in IV). Dually we define 
an idal I(Z) for Z C c@) or Z C Min’ or Z a set-germ at 0 in RP. 
14.2 ABSTRACT REEL-NULLSTELLENSATZ. Let (Sz, W) be a real-closed evaluation 
jield andI C Sfl (n = 1,2,...) be an ideal. Then: 
I(Z,(l)) = real-rad (I). 
14.3 REEL-NULLSTELLENSATZ FOR CURVES. Let K be real-closed and ICF% 
(n = 1, 2,...) be an ideal. Then: 
I(Z,(I)) = real-rad (I). 
14.4 REEL-NULLSTELLENSATZFOR GERMS. LetK = Rand& = 0%(x, ,...,x,). 
Let IC Ffl (n = 1,2,...) be an ideal. Then: 
I(Z(I)) = real-rad (I). 
The proofs of 14.2, 14.3, 14.4 are exactly the same as the proofs of 7.3, 7.6, 
and 7.8 respectively. One uses 14.1, 12.3 and 13.1 in place of 7.1, 5.4, and 6.2 
respectively 
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14.3 in the formal case is essentially due to Merrien [12]. 14.4 is due to 
Risler [16] and [17]. Our formulation appears in Lassalle [13]. 
The reader is urged to compare our proof of 14.3 with that of Lassalle [13] 
for this comparison shows what one gains and loses via model theoretic techni- 
ques. The reason our model-theoretic proof is simpler than Lassalle’s “standard” 
proof is that Lasalle constructs (by induction on the number of variables) a 
homomorphism whereas we construct an embedding. As homomorphisms lose 
information Lassalle must prove more than is necessary to make the induction 
work. On the other hand Lassalle’s proof is constructive and would probably 
be more useful than ours for writing a computer program. 
15. BRUHAT-CARTAN CURVE SELECTION LEMMA 
In this section we restrict attention to the convergent case: K = Iw and 
9% = lf&{x, )...) x,J. We also identify Si and K!(t). 
15.1 SELECTION LEMMA. Let fi ,..., f,, , g, ,..., g, be in 9, and assume Cl E [W(n) 
is an accumulation point of the set of u = (ul ,..., ?In> E [W(n) such that (fi ,..., g, 
converge at u and): 
fi(u) > 0 i=l ,..., m; 
g&4 = 0 j = l,..., Y. 
Then there exists [ = (fl(t),..., &(t)) E A!?) such that 
fi(5) > 0 i = l,..., m; 
f&q = 0 j = l,..., r. 
(15.2) 
(15.3) 
Pyoof. If some fi satisfies f,(O) # 0 then by hypothesis f,(O) > 0 so fi is a 
square in 9% and hence fi(.$ > 0 for any choice of f. Hence assume w.1.o.g. 
that f,(O) = 0 for i = l,..., m. Write x = (xi ,..., x,) and let yi = x%,.~ and 
Y = (Y, ,**.> ym). Define Fi E Fn+m. by: 
Fdx, Y) = yi2 - fi(X) i = l,..., m 
and let I C 9,,, be the ideal generated by Fl ,..., F, , g, ,..., g, . Let h E 9& 
be given by: 
4% Y> = YlYZ “‘Ym f 
We claim h $ real-rad (1). Indeed given a solution u of (15.2) define v = (v,,..., v,) 
by vi = [fi(u)]‘l” i = l,..., m. Then h(u, v) # 0. As v tends to 0 with u (because 
fd(0) = 0) it follows that h does not vanish identically on the zero-set germ of 
the ideal I which (by the easy direction of 14.4) implies that h 4 real-rad (1). 
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Now by 14.3 there exists (.$, n) E Z(1) with h(t, n) # 0. It is clear that E E A?) 
satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. 
The curve selection lemma is due to Bruhat and Cartan. A “standard” proof 
appears in Milnor [14]. 
16. HILBERT'S SEVENTEENTH PROBLEM 
16.1 THEOREM. Assume K is real-closed and let f E F*\(O). Then either: 
16.2 there exists b, a, ,..., a, E Fn\{O} with: 
b2 *f = c ai2; 
z 
or 
16.3 there exists 5 E J&I?’ with: 
f(4) -c 0. 
First proof. By 11.2 and 12.3 let (Q, w) be an order-universal, order- 
existential extension of the Puiseaux evaluation field (Q,(K), w,(K)). 
Let L be the field of formal quotients of Fa and observe that 16.2 holds if and 
only if f is a sum of squares in L. 
Assume 16.2 fails. Then by a famous lemma of Artin (see [18] sect. 73, p. 247) 
there is an ordering of L with f < 0. As (52, w) is order-universal there exists 
f E wtn) with f ([) < 0 and as (Q, w) is an order-existential extension of (Q,(K), 
w,(K)) we may suppose 5 E U,,(K)(~). Replace f(t) by &td) for a suitable integer d 
(see 4.3(2)) if necessary to obtain 5 E Ap’ with f (I) < 0 proving 16.3. 
Second proof. This proof avoids Artin’s lemma. 
It is enough to show that either 16.3 or 16.2* holds, where 16.2* is the 
assertion: 
16.2* There exists a,, , a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b, E FS with a, # 0 and: 
(If we take b = C bj2 and multiply by b in 16.2” we obtain 16.2.) 
Now if f (0) > 0, then f is a square in F;, so 16.2” is obvious. If f (0) < 0 
then 16.3 holds with 5 = 0. Hence assume f (0) = 0. Write x = (xi ,..., x,) and 
y = x,+r and let I be the principal ideal Fn+l generated by y2 + f(x). 
Case 1. f # real-rad(I). Then by 14.3 there exists (g, 7) E&?;~+‘) with 
v2 + f (0 = 0 butf([) # 0. Thusf(fj < 0 and 16.3 obtains. 
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Case 2. f~ real-rad (1). We will prove 16.2”. By the definition of the real 
radical there exist ci ,..., c, E &+i and an integer m with: 
jzm+~ci2 =OmodI. 
i 
(16.4) 
Decompose each ci into even and odd powers in y: 
Ci(X, Y) = 4x9 Y”) + l&(x, Y”>Y* 
Asf(0) = 0 we have: 
ci(x, y) = ai + b,(x)y mod1 (16.5) 
where ai = oli(x, -f(x)) and&(x) =,&(x1 -f(x)). Substitute (16.5) in (16.4): 
j2~+Cai2+2yCaibi+y2Cbi=(y2+f).c (16.6) 
for some c E Sn+i . Expand c in powers ofy to obtain: 
so that: 
(Y2 3-f) . c = Cof + ClfY + f (Cj+?,f + cj)yj+2. (16.7) 
j=O 
Let a, = f” and equate even powers of y in (16.6) and (16.7): 
2 ai = cof; (16.8) 
i h2 = C2f + co; (16.9) 
O = C2j+2f + c2j (j = 1, 2,...). (16.10) 
By (16.10) and induction on j: 
CZjf2f i -I- c2 = 0 (j = 1, 2,...). 
which implies (as f (0) = 0) that c2 E &,j for every j. Hence c, = 0. Now (16.8) 
and (16.9) imply 16.2*. 
16.11 COROLLARY. Let Sn = R{x, ,..., x3 (convergent case) and f E Fn\{O}. 
Then either 16.2 holds OY there exist points u E IIW arbitrarily near 0 with f (u) < 0. 
Proof. In case 16.3 holds one takes u = t(t) as t + 0. 
16.11 is due to Risler: it follows from Lemma 2 and Proposition 2 of [17]. 
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